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         Surrogate Boat Pass #2022- _____ 
 

LAKE SHERWOOD ASSOCIATION (“LSA”) 
 

SURROGATE BOAT REGISTRATION FORM 
 
This form must be completed at least one week in advance of launch and signed by the BOD of Lake Sherwood to 
obtain access to the lake for surrogate watercraft. Lake Sherwood resident must be a member in good standing. 

Surrogate Boat – the Surrogate Boat Pass is to be a temporary replacement for a similar boat.  The intent of this 
permit is that in the event an LSA member has a boat that is not useable (example: mechanical failure) that a 
surrogate (and like) boat can be used during the interim. 

Example: Joe owns both a pontoon boat and a ski boat.  The pontoon boat is out for repairs and Joe then applies 
for a surrogate boat permit.  The permit would then allow Joe to bring (borrow) a pontoon boat to replace his while it 
is out for repair. 

The intent is not to let Joe bring in another ski boat but rather a “like” boat to replace the pontoon that is out for 
repair.  Upon completion of the pontoon repairs, Joe would then remove the surrogate pontoon boat before/when 
his repaired boat arrives. 

Off water resident surrogate boats must be replacement boats and docked at the residents A-lot slip. 
 
*Date for intended use:        From _________________________ to __________________________   
 
*LSA Member Name & Address:   ___________________________________________________ 
  
*Phone #:__________________________________________________________ 
  
Email: __________________________________________________________ 
 
*Emergency Phone: ________________________ Alternate Phone:__________________________ 
 
*Surrogate Boat Owner Name:  ___________________________________________________ 
 
*Address: _______________________________________  *Phone: _________________________ 
 
*Watercraft Make & Model:     ________________________________________________________ 
 
*Watercraft Primary Color _________________ 
 
*MC #:           ___ 
 
 
__________________________________________________Date ___________________________ 
*LSA Member Signature 
 
 
__________________________________________________ Date___________________________ 
*Approval Signature (Boat Ramp Team Member) 

 
*I have read and understand by-law Section 10.07 Guest Boats   Int.  yes____ 
 
This form (and attachments) can be E-mailed to: boatramp@lake-sherwood.org 
 
Upon removal of the surrogate boat from the lake, please send an E-mail to boatramp@lake-sherwood.org for 
confirmation 
 
* Required fields 
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